
FALL ON ICE, UNABLE TO SELF-ARREST, PLACED NO PROTECTION, 
EXCEEDING ABILITIES, FATIGUE 
Oregon, Mount Hood, Leutholds Couloir
On June 3, 1994, a party of five was climbing Leutholds Couloir on the west side of 
Mount Hood. The group reached the “hourglass” (9,200 feet) around 0815 and rested 
for about 20 minutes. Continuing, the lead team of three led by Rocky Henderson had 
made it through the steepest section and beyond where the angle eases to about 35 
degrees. At 0915, as the second rope team of two was just coming out of the “hourglass,” 
the lower climber stumbled and yelled, “Falling.” He attempted to shove his ice ax into 
the snow, but it would not penetrate. The lead man was pulled off after attempting the 
same technique. They slid down the snow field, across a snow bridge and ended up 
about 1,000 feet below on the Reid Glacier. Henderson, using a cellular phone, called 
the Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office and notified them of the accident, location, and 
the need for assistance. He then belayed his team back down, reaching the injured par
ties at 1015. Both parties were conscious and first stage hypothermic. One had head and 
shoulder injuries, the other a compound finger fracture, broken ribs, and badly bruised 
hip and elbow. Using packs and all available clothing, they were able to stabilize both 
patients and wait for more help. At 1100 radio contact was made with CCSO and patient 
assessment was given. At 1220 the 304th Air Force Reserve Rescue Squadron arrived on 
scene with two H-60 helicopters. Both patients (ages 46 and 47) were evacuated to 
Portland area hospitals and eventually made complete recoveries.

Analysis
Several factors contributed to this accident: lack of experience, fatigue, and over climb
ing their ability. I had climbed with the four other climbers on several occasions and as 
their climb leader felt that they were ready for something more challenging. They were 
all excited about doing a new route on Mount Hood. Before we left Illumination Saddle 
that morning, I had done a quick refresher on self-belay and general rope management. 
I have always been a very strong believer in the self-belay concept to the point of down 
playing self-arrest. I tell students that self-arrest should be thought of as a last ditch 
effort. I had that morning demonstrated jumping on the head of your ice axe, but barely 
mentioned self-arrest. I believe this was a factor, because when the fall occurred, the 
reflex response was an attempt to drive the shaft in. When that failed, they did not 
reflexively go to a self-arrest position. I believe a more experienced, better trained moun
taineer could have arrested the fall. Both climbers were extremely physically fit, which 
no doubt helped in their recovery. The climber who triggered the fall was not perform
ing at his optimum due to the fact that he was working late the night before.

Another interesting fact regards the use of helmets. Largely from reading Accidents 
in North America , I have become a proselytizer for helmet use. We were all wearing 
helmets, but the two victims lost theirs in the fall. They had rented Elderid helmets 
from REI. Pictures showed later that they were wearing them over ski hats and probably 
too loosely.



In retrospect, I believe that I should have placed some protection in the hourglass. A 
couple of pickets as running belays would have prevented the accident. I overestimated 
the abilities of my fellow climbers and they paid the price. (Source: Rocky Henderson, 
Portland Mountain Rescue)


